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The crew voiced keen disappointment at the announcement of an emergency 

landing on the remote tropical island of La La. “Oh roger that!” “Roger and jolly 

double roger!” “Roger me!” 

 “There, there men, don’t take on so,” purred Captain Smiethe, unwrapping 

one last peppermint with infinite care. It was after all, an emergency and with 

nothing but ocean for hundreds, perhaps thousands of miles around, their options 

were limited. They were running on emergency fuel supplies and would need luck 

even to reach the airport of Lova Lava.  

“Now we’re really rogered,” concluded Portman cheerfully, the senior of five 

signals engineers, who glided in comfortable chairs up and down the plane on rails, 

monitoring screens for delicate matters of military intelligence, in between 

consuming chilled cans of soft drink and vacuum-sealed bags of savoury snacks. He 

crumpled one of each and tossed them expertly into the black plastic bin-liner 

wedged in the passage to the flight-deck. “Roger that fearless leader,” said someone 

else, tediously. Smiethe pretended not to hear the unkind response. He had had to 

press buttons and instruct perfect strangers on very technical terms to make all this 

happen. It required enormous skill and the judgement of many years and Portman 

was ungracious. 

“Know you the difference between landing in enemy territory and landing in 

La La?” teased Patterson, another engineer. “Add east chew now weir Hugh stun 

whiffer enema,” replied Pendlebury, a noted cynic and encryption expert. 

Polkinghorne and Priestly sniggered to themselves. “La La is on our side these days, 

men,” chipped in the co-pilot Smitten, a raw young man, new to the crew. His high, 

cultured voice was strangely disembodied, even without a microphone. “If you know 

what side that is.” “Oh we know. But do they know?” replied Portman, who often 

tuned resting screens to images of nude women in improbable poses. “Rogering La 

La: that’s what you get for going the extra yard, holding the line, beyond the call of 

duty.”   
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Portman had a point, but a small one. They had maintained their patrol 

expecting to be relieved by a plane from another nation that was at first delayed and 

then cancelled. They had patrolled for thirteen hours in total. These were the 

vagaries of participating in an international alliance. This was what ‘exercises’ were 

for, if indeed ‘exercises’ were all they performed. But they still ought to have had 

enough fuel to return to base. The fault lay in their instrumentation and they were 

only alerted by a signal indicating the resort to emergency supplies. Smitten 

rummaged around for manuals. Predictably, it took some time to explain things to La 

La. Smiethe went over and over the situation. They would need to land in about ten 

minutes, possibly to refuel, possibly for repairs. It was an emergency! But it still 

needed many other calls to confirm and clarify the position. They had less than five 

minutes fuel by the time they were cleared to land, descended smartly toward the 

reinforced runway that seemed to commence almost from the beach. 

They were instructed to taxi to a remote corner for security reasons and 

await service. Through the shimmering haze they could make out the control tower, 

two modest terminals, a clutch of mini-buses, some vast rusting hangars and ancient 

airliners in charter liveries of dubious repute. Defeated palm trees slumped and 

drooped around the perimeter. Beyond, there arose steep blue mountains and the 

allure of a notorious tropical paradise. The control tower assured them a tanker was 

being prepared. They shut down as much as they dared and waited an hour and 

forty minutes before opening the door and lowering a mesh of heavy nylon straps to 

the tarmac, clambering down. A warm sea breeze with a vaguely chemical smell 

frisked their clammy green flying suits, welcomed them to La La. 

They sprawled in the shade of a wing and waited, watched the shade creep. 

Portman sang a few bars from a famous musical about the region as they stared into 

the distance. La La summoned not just a clash of cultures but a certain amount of 

history. Smiethe supposed it would prove to be another unhappy encounter 

between west and east, although strictly it belonged to neither. But geography was 

only part of the problem. It ran deeper than that. Right from the start dealings with 

La La had gone awry. There was a lack of understanding, a lack of agreement on even 

the fundamentals. The west asked for a fair deal and La La wanted no deal. The west 
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wanted consent and mutual respect and La La did not. How was one to deal with 

that? Only one side could be right.  

Obviously the west could annihilate the place, but that would be self-

defeating and one suspects La La knew that, in their inscrutable way. Instead the 

long campaign to win around La La commenced with the utmost diplomacy. The Lord 

High Admiral and Special Envoy to The Supreme Power of The Western World was 

despatched to meet with The Queen of La La and to sign a deal on exclusive trading 

rights. A civilised negotiation was undertaken. Both sides stood to prosper, far 

beyond initial trials and discreet private schemes. Yet, famously, the meeting 

foundered on protocol. 

The court of Queen Shibare insisted that the ceremonial greeting be the 

traditional supplication – one reposed on one’s back upon a cushioned floor, hands 

behind head, legs may be crossed, a cigarette allowed, and appealed to the heavens, 

“How was it for you, darling?” This was the standard opening to prayer in La La. But 

the admirable Admiral adamantly refused, sensed a subtle ridicule and insisted 

instead upon the west’s standard ‘By Her Majesty: a dozen’ whereby one flung 

oneself face down upon the floor declaring ‘Her Majesty!’ to then raise the rigid 

body to full extent by exerting both hands pressed upon the floor. Each raise was 

counted aloud with a certain swagger, each lowering accompanied by a relieved 

grunt, occasionally the rising cry was ‘Her!’ the lowering one ‘Majesty!’. The ritual 

completed upon the count of twelve.  

But the court found the demonstration exceedingly provocative, highly 

amusing, sometimes both and under no circumstances suitable for an audience with 

their tolerant and good-natured Queen. The Admiral stood firm, he must represent 

the west by its own customs otherwise representation was fatally traduced from the 

outset. The court could not allow a breach of protocol otherwise the sovereignty of 

their nation was compromised. He had after all, come to La La, to deal with La La. 

When in La La he could only be expected to do as La La did. That seemed only 

reasonable. But The Admiral refused to be treated like a mere subject of La La. He 

was other than that. The Queen refused to be treated as anything less than The 

Queen of La La, in La La.  
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The court pointed out that to comply with local custom could not have the 

same meaning for The Admiral in any case, that it could not cast him merely or 

implicitly as subject  of The Queen. The Admiral argued the same for his custom, if 

dealing with foreigners, deal on foreign terms. The court compromised, offered The 

Admiral might perform his custom if followed immediately by The Queen’s. The 

Admiral could not allow them to have last word in the matter, reversing the order 

only allowed them first word, made no sense at all. There was no ground for 

compromise, on his side. And in that famous first anecdote from long ago, one 

glimpses the unbridgeable gulf.  

International rules depended upon national respect and even consensus 

between nations could only be accorded between just those nations. Nations could 

not speak for a nation, without its consent. The logic was clear. One could not make 

rules between nations without recognising all parties as nations, and as nations they 

were entitled to make their own rules. To overrule a nation was to forego 

international rules, to rule merely by strength or unilaterally, and this principle had a 

terrible history. So La La did not respect the west because the west did not respect 

La La. That was the troubling stalemate from the very beginning, and even given the 

many lively exchanges since, it was by no means clear, relations had progressed. 

The sun sank, shade stretched away from them as they dozed. No-one shared 

Smiethe’s interest in the conundrums of international relations. Finally a tanker 

gurgled and grumbled its way toward them, followed by a tractor towing mobile 

steps for disembarkation. Several figures rode the steps, calling and gesturing. As 

they drew nearer they realised the ground crew were all young, scantily clad, 

extremely attractive women, few, if any, natives. They sang exuberant greetings, 

accompanied by over-amplified music from the tractor cabin, blaring dance tunes 

from fifteen years earlier. The ground crew kicked and wiggled expertly.  

Smitten struggled to his feet to explain details of the refuelling points, but 

they seemed disinterested, to share little in common language. They opened the 

refuel points but could not match the hose to the valves and demonstrated the 

problem to Smitten with a little shrug and giggle. They introduced themselves to him 

placing a finger between their breasts and inclined their heads, solemnly announced 

themselves as Nifti and Nibbla. Others began to position the steps at the door but 
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Smiethe barred the way. He tried to explain the secrecy of the equipment. At the top 

of the steps one of them assured him she would not enter, would only help – her 

arm swept down the length of the steps. But Smiethe could not keep an eye on all of 

them, would not risk an oversight. The men could position the steps after the ground 

crew left.  

The women mimed donning a headset and talking to a microphone while 

pointing to the control tower. Then a tall shapely one produced a phone and after 

brief conversation, handed it to Smiethe with a smile. It was old, worn and sticky. A 

stern female voice told him refuelling would be delayed and that a retrieval team 

from his own air force would arrive tomorrow morning to investigate the problem. 

La La would provide them with superb accommodation for the evening. They were 

to accompany the ground crew to gate thirty-seven. Smiethe informed the voice that 

one of his crew would remain with the aircraft throughout their stay, that at no time 

could he allow the plane to be unguarded or entered by unauthorised personnel, 

and that the guard would carry a highly secret and extremely lethal new weapon. 

But he sensed she would call his bluff. The voice calmly reminded Smiethe that La La 

was a loyal ally, and left his security arrangements up to him. 

His crew stirred. Sunglasses, matted hair and puffy stubbled faces turned 

toward him, like puppets. One of the ground crew, Nasti, wearing a black bikini, 

called to the boys to come, it was time to ride. Portman nodded in time to the old 

dance music, pointed with both hands to two of the ground crew, Nicki and Norgy, 

gyrating by the tractor. His pointing fingers went up and down as if firing round after 

round, in time to the music. The breeze had picked up and flicked their hair around 

delicately, like floating weed. “Do you speak English?” Patterson asked, drawing out 

each word with mesmerising deliberation. “Yes I speak English,” was the equally 

measured answer from a deeply tanned, unnatural blonde in cowboy boots. Her 

name was Nuda. 

“Men, your attention please?” called Smiethe, as he handed the phone back 

to the voluptuous maiden who indicated her name, or possibly her cleavage’s name 

was Norti. The tanker departed in a struggling black cloud. He wiped his sticky hand 

on a handkerchief as he explained the situation. They seemed to take it quite well.  

But it was obvious he would have to stand watch, if there was to be a watch. He 
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could not trust the inexperience of Smitten and the engineers deserved their break. 

They were near breaking point, from what he could see. And they seemed to have 

overcome their initial reluctance to the place. Smiethe was not unhappy to be 

avoiding more of La La, frankly. The crew did not share his qualms or interest in its 

history, preferred to dwell upon absurd myths about native worship of sex and ritual 

orgies deep in the mountains. He watched the six clamber aboard the steps amid 

peels of laughter, once more drawn by the tractor, the women settling cosily around 

them. He felt a twinge of guilt. 

“Careful men, this may be a trap,” he called, half in jest, but his words were 

lost in the thumping music as they slowly withdrew. Smiethe was not reassured. 

Perhaps he ought to have been firmer, perhaps both sides would get no more than 

they deserved. He too could be cynical. He climbed slowly back inside the plane and 

strolled the length in the orange and green gloom of minimal lighting. In the 

refrigerator he found only two limp sticks of celery. He sank into one of the 

comfortable chairs on rails and spun from one blank screen to another, his thoughts 

idly returning to the troubled history of La La. 

What had become of La La? It had enjoyed periods of prestige but now 

lapsed into obscurity, the victim of other economies. Or was there more to it than 

that? La La had also shown itself to be resourceful, subtle and unpredictable at 

times. It would be unwise to entirely trust appearances here. Again history 

suggested this was something in part learned from their dealings with the west.  In 

the beginning it had simply traded cautiously. Without a formal trade pact, doing 

business in La La was severely restricted in the early days. Only one port was open, 

only one or two ships were accepted at a time. It was intolerable by western 

standards. Failing a royal audience, The Admiral resorted to more robust diplomacy 

and won grudging trade concessions. He exploited these to the full with the 

introduction of an insidious narcotic. The west was not so much a sore loser as a 

patient and ruthless winner. Perhaps that was the lesson. The hope was that the 

devastating results would prompt La La to see reason and deal more fairly with the 

west. But the west had to concede that La La could be stubborn, if not downright 

perverse.  
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The Admiral’s fleet then demanded access to all of La La’s ports. The Admiral 

assumed they could now see that he meant business, and business was only to be 

done on the west’s terms. Outrageously, La La refused. Obviously he had no choice 

then but to demonstrate a vastly superior firepower on carefully selected targets, to 

underline his resolve. The impressive destruction and loss of lives brought about a 

satisfactory conclusion and it looked for a while as if La La had finally got the idea. It 

modernised, liberalised, industrialised and militarised. La La understood that if they 

were open to the world, then the world was open to them. They too could carry fair 

trade to new markets and further international understanding, western style.  

La La soon turned to a neighbour and introduced their latest products and 

bargaining positions. They secured a favourable market niche and looked forward to 

steady expansion. The lesson seemed learned, La La prospered. But the west was 

unhappy with the competition. Fair trade now seemed too progressive, too free, to 

the point of being unfair. So the west sent The Admiral and his fleet back to La La, 

this time to blockade and starve it of vital imported resources. It was a tactful way of 

indicating changes to the rules of fair play. La La began to suffer many shortages, 

international business grew harder. They realised the rules had obviously changed 

and understood they could now send squadrons of planes to bomb the west’s main 

naval base in the region, as a droll riposte. Their code word for the operation meant 

‘Saluting the Admiral’. La La was confident it could keep abreast of international 

business practices, but looked forward to less drastic negotiation. 

The west was outraged, regarded it as nothing less than betrayal. It was no 

longer business, it was war. So they revised the rules of war and allowed just two of 

their bombs to utterly destroy whole cities in La La, not just military bases, poisoned 

even the air and generations to come. There was little left of La La. So then it was no 

longer war, but back to business. It was another sharp lesson for La La, just when 

they thought they understood fair play and international trade so well. For some 

reason they had confused it with war. The west saw they would have to rebuild La La 

from the ground up, not only equip it with the latest economy, but an appropriate 

government and legislature. 

 Soon La La had many new and successful industries and understood where 

their earlier sales campaigns had been flawed. They were too obvious, too crude and 
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destructive. That was bad for business. Now they must proceed with more guile and 

sophistication, avoid stark confrontation. The key was to co-ordinate and plan 

carefully. Again they prospered, gained greater markets at the expense of the west, 

strictly by the latest rules. This time the west retaliated with superior stealth. 

Currency, banking and investment institutions were targeted by the most advanced 

in espionage, the most exquisite of instruments. And the result was subtle but 

efficient. The La La economy staggered, stalled, receded over a respectable period. 

That was not so long ago. What lesson had La La drawn this time? That economy and 

government were vulnerable because modelled on and by the west? That fair play 

required more changes in rules, strictly amounted only to changing the rules? 

Smiethe could see how La La might be disillusioned with the western 

business model, with the whole idea of fair play. But what was their remedy this 

time? What were they up to? He now sat in his own seat on the flight deck, 

contemplating the distant lights of Lova Lava across darkness. His interest in La La 

was not especially deep and at length he sensed it masked a more personal concern, 

provided a convenient topic for his own underlying disenchantment and frustration.  

He and La La had something in common. He too had always struggled with 

superiors; with life in general, unintentionally and without quite knowing where he 

had gone wrong. He would not be flying monotonous ASAC runs had there been 

more fair play in his career. He would be flying something a lot more interesting or 

lucrative, if only his face fitted, if only everyone played by the same rules and the 

rules were plain. But he had never been popular, never been an attractive 

proposition, privately or professionally, and the rules had always eluded him. At this 

stage in his career he felt like La La.  

Smiethe wanted La La to have a plan now because he had none. He wanted 

to believe the place had not degenerated into a third rate tourist trap, was actually 

undermining the west in some cunning way. It had not been defeated, only 

deflected. He took some obscure comfort in that thought. But it was hard to confirm 

from where he sat, alone in the dark, hearing nothing but the wind, feeling it gently 

buffet the plane. Then he heard a small tapping, scratching noise. At first he thought 

it was something loose, flapping in the wind, but it was too persistent. He stood up, 

and wished he really did have a secret weapon of forbidding power. There was a 
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hand gun in the emergency locker, together with other necessities but he dreaded 

resorting to anything so predictable and crude. It was beneath him. He realised the 

tapping came from under the fuselage. There was someone outside! 

He opened the locker to take out the torch and saw the gun. He took up both 

and moved to the door, which he had drawn over when the wind picked up. 

“Anyone there?” he asked nervously. He slid the door back with his foot and the cool 

night rushed at him. He steadied for a moment then shone the torch down on the 

tarmac. A length of the heavy mesh still dangled, he had retracted about half of it. 

Beneath was parked a strange homemade tricycle with a large laundry basket fixed 

between the rear wheels. The rider suddenly appeared from under the fuselage and 

placed herself directly in the light, one hand shading her eyes. “Hello,” she waved 

with the other hand, her voice a conspiratorial whisper. 

 She had brought him supper and opened the basket lid to display the menu. 

He knelt in the doorway, uncertain. She seemed to be alone, the food smelled 

inviting and he realised he was hungry. She climbed on top of the tricycle, one foot 

on the saddle, the other on top the basket to snatch at the swinging mesh. Since 

Smiethe knelt upon the retracted portion, her grasp upon the mesh unbalanced him. 

He dropped the torch to steady himself only to find the gun caught up in the mesh 

and yanked away from him, his finger snagged on the trigger. He yelled as he was 

half dragged out the doorway before he could shake his hand free, the gun clattering 

onto the ground. The woman jumped back with alarm, the mesh unfurled to the 

ground.  Had the safety catch been off the gun would surely have fired. Smiethe 

wrung and hugged his hand under his other arm in silent agony. Perhaps a finger was 

broken. 

The voice in the dark announced in a stage whisper, “You dropped your gun.” 

He confirmed this between clenched teeth and took up the torch. She now climbed 

the mesh, holding the gun by the barrel. He deflected the light a little to show 

himself as well as her. She did not look a native. She wore a white smock and little 

round cap with an insignia, perhaps a catering uniform, dark slacks and trainers. She 

had short brown hair and green eyes, was perhaps thirty. She asked if he had hurt 

himself. He sucked and cradled his bleeding hand, admitted a little. She apologised, a 

pained face now looming in the doorway, her elbows resting on the floor. She asked 
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if he wanted a doctor, took out a phone. He declined, struggled to his feet and made 

his way down the aisle to the first aid cabinet.  

She asked if she was his prisoner now, carefully pushed the gun into the 

middle of the aisle. He had no idea and continued to the rear. When he returned 

with his hand dressed in a bandage that extended beyond his wrist, she had placed 

the torch upright beside the gun and arranged various foil packages on paper plates 

around them. She still perched like a bird, peeping in the doorway. He glided up to 

the meal in a chair, picked up the gun and dropped it on a console. She introduced 

herself as Nera. He was Captain Smiethe. Her English was satisfactory, was it not? It 

was indeed. He took up one of the packages but had trouble unwrapping it. She 

offered to do it, held out her hand, describing the dish inside, suggesting what it 

might be combined with from the assortment of other packages and suitable drinks 

she might also supply.  

He sat back and seemed to have lost his appetite, but thanked her for her 

trouble and permitted her to return to the terminal or from wherever she had come. 

She insisted he at least try one prawn dipped in a recommended sauce, just once. 

That much would fulfil her duty. She smiled; her head on one side. He sighed and 

bent over the opened packages. She nodded encouragingly. The charcoal-grilled 

prawn and pink sauce were very good, well matched. She continued to smile at him, 

her eyes fixed upon his, until he took another. He was uncomfortable eating with his 

wrong hand; it felt like someone else was feeding him. She poured him a paper cup 

of white wine from a small cardboard cask. Being fed by someone else was nicer, 

was it not? She smiled, and again he was disconcerted, he tried the chilled wine and 

agreed it was pleasant.   

It was clear she was in no hurry to return to her other duties and Smiethe 

softened a little, she had gone to some trouble after all, and the mishap was no fault 

of hers. And she was, well, nice. He asked if she would drink something as well, it 

was nicer to drink in company, was it not? She giggled and poured herself a small 

portion. She worked for an agency and had lived in La La for five years. She was 

divorced or separated with a three-year-old daughter. She came from what she 

described as the far west of the east and what Smiethe thought of as the far east of 

the west. Either way it was the other side of the world. La La contracted its whole 
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airport to an international consortium. They preferred foreign labour as cheaper and 

more skilled. Staff lived in high rise dormitories on one side of the airport, the 

opposite side to the tourists.  

The natives lived inland, when they lived in La La at all. They invested the 

profits elsewhere, educated themselves elsewhere; worked there after graduating, 

even held other nationalities yet funnelled profits back to families and trusts. La La 

was at most a holiday home even for natives. Most of their government was 

conducted electronically, remotely, discreetly. Nera shrugged and shivered and 

Smiethe invited her inside. But she declined with another disarming look, fully upon 

his. He asked if she was no longer his prisoner and she laughed and said they 

understood each other better now. The gun was not needed. He now sprawled along 

the floor opposite her. They had nibbled at rice and pork and dishes of deep fried 

things, had other glasses of wine, fruit juice and then iced water. She had forgotten 

coffee but Smiethe was content with water.  

She did not think countries were important anymore, there were too many or 

not enough and loyalties now ended with the blood. When everything else was 

taken away there was just the blood. And if one did not know one’s own blood then 

that suggested one was dead. Smiethe felt dead sometimes. Nera nodded 

sympathetically. Even the west lost blood, did not know what it owned anymore. Did 

Nera have a strong family? Not especially. She had married a native of La La but 

when he took a job in the west they hardly saw one another. Now he had another 

partner. But the important thing was to keep that connection, to use it and conceal 

all assets. The secret was to survive, to trade in blood for everything and only in 

blood.  

But Smiethe did not have the blood to survive, he lacked that connection. He 

was not an orphan in so many words but his family was not close, nothing could 

make them so. In the west this was often preferred. They thought of it as freedom. 

Nera quickly grasped that was why he worked for the military. It was a job designed 

for such people and it was designed by people who knew their blood and had more 

of it. It was a job for people who thought they would find blood or make it, but they 

were really being sacrificed to the blood of others. Loyalty was strictly a one-way 

relation.  
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She had a very bloody world view, one he had not encountered before. Blood 

was thicker than water, of course, smarter than any spirited drink, perhaps, richer 

than any asset, solid or liquid; she would have it, nicer than any touch on any skin, 

deeper than any word or gesture. Blood gave you everything and you gave any 

ground, name, word, title or creed for it. But that did not help Smiethe. Smiethe had 

nothing to give because he had been given nothing. How was he to survive? Hide 

your assets she advised, make yourself useless; trade only in blood. But he did not 

think he could survive like that. That seemed like a recipe for death. 

She began to collect the dishes and drop them into a bin-liner. He watched 

her, despondently. She picked up one last prawn by the tail, held it up to him, 

smiling. He regarded it as one sacrificing itself for the blood of others, duped by false 

notions of duty and loyalty. She finally crawled further into the plane, brought it 

nearer to his mouth. They looked at one another, evenly. He opened his mouth, and 

as she placed it between his teeth, his bandaged hand closely gently on her wrist. 

They froze like that as he consumed the prawn. She informed him there was nothing 

more to eat and he asked if she was sure. She thought the more he ate, the hungrier 

he became. He replied the more he ate, the nicer it tasted.  

She asked how his hand was feeling, and at last he released her wrist, 

supposed he would see a doctor tomorrow, time permitting. She dropped the bin-

liner down into the basket below, announced it was time to depart. He wished he 

was going with her. She just nodded, avoided his eyes now. She would go to her 

dormitory, collect her daughter; talk with friends. Would he see her again? If he 

were still here tomorrow night, perhaps. He followed her with his torch beam to the 

ground, watched her cycle away without looking back, beyond the beam, toward 

Lova Lava.  

In the morning the control tower announced the retrieval team would arrive 

at ten fifteen. Smiethe tried calling Portman but his phone could not connect. He 

showered and shaved in the tiny cubicle at the rear of the plane, his bandaged hand 

wrapped in a bin liner. He watched the approaching plane grow from a speck high 

above the ocean, slowly dropping and turning into an airliner, dirty fuel trails in a 

cloudless sky, touch down perfectly, engines roar into reverse, eventually draw 

alongside his. On the radio they exchanged greetings, went over the situation. After 
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about twenty minutes the ground crew arrived; towing steps. There were fewer of 

them this time, the music lower.  

Smiethe descended to meet them, knew Smollett and Smedley from other 

times. He lied about his bandaged hand. The team of seven mechanics brought a 

fitting for the tanker’s hose; various diagnostic equipment. But the tanker was 

nowhere to be seen. Smollett suggested Smiethe take the tractor to the terminal, 

have his hand seen to and round up his crew. They would call him when his plane 

was ready. He gave Smiethe a phone that worked here. Smiethe was no longer 

troubled by security, felt ready for La La. He rode in the tractor, beside the dance 

music, three young women wearing white baseball caps, halter tops and shorts. They 

swayed and nodded to the music beautifully, their phones bleated plaintively. The 

retrieval crew watched their departure closely.  

He was driven to a set of long flat roofs on steel columns that served as flight 

gates, escorted to an office where he was expected, from there a car would carry 

him the short journey to a hotel where the rest of his crew were billeted. He was 

shown the red brick, five-storey building from the office window, it was perhaps ten 

minutes walk. It was firmly two-star, not old but cheap and poorly maintained. It met 

a holiday demand from neighbouring nations, particularly the minor ones to the 

south. Rowdy families and dawdling charter groups slapped along linoleum floors in 

sandals, stretched and squeezed over leaks and spills, around dead pot-plants filled 

with cigarette butts, discarded clothing; stained blinds, incomprehensible public 

announcements interrupting dull music.  

La La made sure it did not compete for the western tourist. It wanted only to 

show it was in business, small time. It competed for last or lowest place. But 

business was respectable all the same, the steady flow of pliant revellers were carted 

away to indifferent beaches, unremarkable markets, concerts, fairgrounds, 

restaurants and a vast casino further around the coast. A long line of garish little 

buses circled endlessly, honking like geese. Smiethe felt like he was looking at the 

world through a special filter; that scrambled all the language and advertising, the 

design and fashion, the technology and prestige, and concentrated on just the 

people, the place. One did not see happiness or despair, prosperity or poverty this 

way, just the conformity, the steady compliance with the basics. And for Smiethe it 
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was a devastating travesty of the west. The absurdity was demonstrated with comic 

incompetence, dogged obedience that served subtle insolence. The thing was 

literally taken to extremes, shown to be folly, unfair, inadequate. It was 

embarrassing by western standards, because western standards were embarrassing. 

After a while he allowed the inverse might be just as true, that the filter left just the 

east’s distain for the west, its desultory efforts to accommodate or assimilate a 

corrupt and insidious commerce. Both were equally comic and tragic. Smiethe 

realised the more he saw of Lova Lava the more he hated the world.  

 In the lobby he came across Patterson and Smitten, looking extremely 

dishevelled. Patterson fell to his knees and began to kiss Smiethe’s boots, thanked 

him over and over. He had had the most unbelievable time of his life, the greatest 

sex he would ever have, was forever changed and owed it all to Smiethe. Smitten 

steadied himself, one hand on to the back of an armchair, reported that Portman 

and Priestly had gone missing, were understood to have hired a car and driven to the 

mountains. Smiethe tried to summon outrage, dismay or even just surprise. The 

most he could manage was a frown, a mild annoyance. He lied about the bandage on 

his hand again. Even Smitten babbled about an ‘absolutely amazing experience’ his 

‘unforgettable’ time last night. But he apologised for his condition, swore it was not 

alcohol, suspected it was something he had eaten or been slipped in a soft drink.   

Patterson could not get up, rolled over on the carpet and looked up at him. 

He confessed he may have had a drink or two, but that was not the problem. It was 

the sex in this place. It was the ultimate, unattainable, forbidden, instantly 

hopelessly utterly addictive pleasure. It was killer sex. It was everything he had never 

had and would never have again and it would take a lifetime to recover. Smiethe 

would never understand; he was an intellectual. That would save him. Patterson 

laughed until he choked and spluttered. He had tasted high amplitude counter-

measures and lived to tail. Smiethe flatly informed them of their schedule, ordered 

them to shape up and return to the terminal. They blinked at him, 

uncomprehendingly.  

He found Pendlebury and Polkinghorne in a room on the fourth floor. The 

door was unlocked. Pendlebury was naked in the middle of the floor, staring at the 

ceiling, Polkinghorne in the shower, singing and laughing. Pendlebury eyed him and 
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smiled. “Smeet, water none spectred donor end please your. Forgip me for 

notarising tooth yoke Asian. I bleed ironno longer caper bell.” He gurgled weary 

laughter. “Hour wasser few dialling?” Smiethe patiently recited their agenda, gave 

him an hour to return to the terminal. Polkinghorne wandered out in a bathrobe, still 

drying his hair. He had thought he heard voices. He draped the towel around his 

shoulders and saluted playfully. Smiethe lied about his bandaged hand again. 

Polkinghorne seemed the least affected by the previous evening and Smiethe asked 

why. Polkinghorne had felt unwell and stayed in his room, had not gone to the 

casino or upstairs to The Bone Idol Room with the others. 

So he had been alone all evening? He did not say that. A certain Notso and 

Neverly had dropped by to keep him company. And? And today he felt much 

improved. Had he been unfaithful to his wife or girlfriend? Smiethe found himself 

asking. But Polkinghorne took offence. He had no right to ask about his private life. 

And Polkinghorne was right. But to hear this from mousy little Polkinghorne who 

hardly had a word to say for himself usually, seemed just as extraordinary as other 

responses. Smiethe apologised and could now see something new in Polkinghorne’s 

face, a new self-confidence, even contempt for authority. He turned to leave and 

Polkinghorne advised him to stay away from the top floor, it would be too much for 

him. 

Pendlebury laughed and told him to “axe for madman Bookie”. Polkinghorne 

laughed and added, “Or Nina or Nana, Nola or Nona, Noni or Natli, Niki or Nanci”. 

“Stay wee firm thee ends,” advised Pendlebury, raising a finger, merrily. But Smiethe 

had no intention of visiting the top floor. He asked a maid the way to the kitchen and 

descended to the basement and followed arrows. He asked after Nera but no one 

had heard of her. Their uniforms were different as well. Smiethe made his way back 

to the terminal; asked if there was a staff canteen, but there was not. He asked if 

there was one in the staff dormitories and they frowned and wanted to know why 

he asked. No one knew of Nera. 

 He wandered around the check-in desks; saw none of his crew, watched the 

clock. Finally he jumped in a cab, told the driver to go to the staff dormitories. The 

driver could not, but he pointed them out, told him he would need a pass. Smiethe 

walked as if drawn in the direction. He came to a guard box manned by a very old 
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and portly native man. Smiethe appealed to him through the window. The man lifted 

his sunglasses and eyed him sleepily. What would he say if Smiethe told him it was a 

matter of life or death? He would say death, unhesitatingly. So Smiethe reached 

through and grabbed him by the throat, told him death it was then.  

He hurried through the gate as the old man regained his feet, called for 

Nowthen! Notyet! Notnow! Noteven! Notuntil and Nevermore!  Further along 

Smiethe asked women sun-baking on a lawn for Nera but they shook their heads. He 

found the canteen but again the uniforms were wrong. He fled through a back door 

into gardens, over fences, puffing and panting across open ground. In the distance 

he saw someone riding a tricycle with a different sort of box on the back. It headed 

toward Lova Lava, so did Smiethe. He flagged down a little bus, pointed to his 

epaulette and badges, offered the driver his own currency. One of the passengers 

spoke English, translated graciously. 

They dropped him on a busy street, just as his phone rang. Smollett explained 

the fuel tanks had not been empty, but now they were full. The problem with the 

fuel gauges could not be fixed today, but they were certain there was enough fuel to 

fly home. What time would he and his crew return? Smiethe gave half an hour and 

ended the call, dropped the phone in a passing bin. He walked up a hill filled with 

souvenir shops, cafes, night clubs and boutiques, he would try other hotels. He had 

assumed Nera was based at the airport, but Lova Lava was not far or large.  

Then he glimpsed the uniform on a youth stacking crates of empty bottles on 

the pavement. He was certain he saw the same insignia: a red wave with two small 

peaks, above a heavier green one. It was on the same little hat and the breast pocket 

of the youth’s white jacket. The youth retreated inside an old store front with full 

length dark windows, a sign above the door announced Cabaret Lova Lava. He went 

in, although it was not open for business, asked for Nera and they pointed to a 

poster behind the bar, with some amusement. It pictured a glamorous singer in 

dramatic lighting. The text was not in English. He repeated the name and they 

pointed to the singer. It was surely a different person, if the same name, but as he 

studied its airbrushed enhancements closely, the green eyes began to look familiar. 

The green eyes could just be her. 
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Her show did not commence for five hours. They spoke broken English, did 

not enjoy the effort and could not or would not tell him if she had a three year old 

daughter, was separated from her native partner. He wandered away, looked at his 

watch. He had come this far, there was no going back. He found an exchange and 

bought currency, then civilian clothes and bagged his flying suit. He sat outside cafes, 

not far from the cabaret and watched. The hours crept along. He looked for alleys, 

for a rear entrance, prowled and peeped over walls and fences, looking for the 

tricycle.  

He was certain of the uniform, but what else had she lied about? Was he just 

the butt of an obscure joke amongst some foreign women here? He could not 

believe that. Whatever her motives; their conversation had gone beyond a dare or 

tease. Perhaps it had gone too far, a real person was drawn forth, but it took a real 

person to do it. It got too real. When the game went that far it was no longer a 

game, no matter how she might lie. And she had known that even as she made her 

departure, when she no longer dared look at him. But it was too late then. Now he 

made it more real for both of them, or at least looked forward to a better game. She 

had stressed concealment, secrecy in her dealings, so it seemed only fitting that she 

should be difficult to trace. But what would happen when he finally confronted her? 

What more could he ask of her? He had no answers, but he could not stop. He was 

as crazed and helpless as the rest of his crew, and they were all in big trouble. He 

loitered on steps and in doorways in back alleys, watching children play, aware he 

may be sought now, just as he finally knew what he sought.  

Night eventually fell and he felt safer, closer. He circled around through 

tourist bars. Finally the cabaret opened and he joined the first customers. Theme 

music from classic movies played in a darkness broken only by purple light at tables, 

on the floor and the bar. He took a table by the wall, nursed a fruit juice and 

watched. He did not expect anything particularly lewd or salacious. In spite of the 

experience of his crew, La La did not have a reputation for sex tourism. That was too 

provocative, too lucrative. Even the singles or eighteen-thirty demographic went 

largely bungled. The girls at the airport he suspected were reserved for privileged 

guests. They were an exclusive service, but Smiethe could fathom no more than that, 

suspected it was probably another east-west misunderstanding. Places like the 
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cabaret would attract middle-aged and older custom; were respectable but insipid. 

They played on nostalgia, a certain world weariness, perhaps more than they 

realised. 

The place slowly filled with predictable groups and couples, the occasional 

single in strident holiday attire. Finally the stage was lit and the compere made a 

lengthy introduction, parts in English, parts of that lame or obscure jokes. Finally he 

roused applause for Nera Tuthi and exited as her music swelled and she passed him 

on the steps. She wore a long pink gown, a high blonde wig, a lot of makeup and 

sparkling jewellery. But it was her. The song was a standard from thirty years ago 

and her voice and phrasing were at best adequate. But she had all the moves and 

clearly relished the role. She could almost have been a transvestite, except she was 

too prim, too subtle. What she performed went far deeper than appearances.  

She thanked the audience in English, entered into a little by-play with the 

front tables, perhaps regulars, signalled to the bar to cue her music and launched 

into another sweet ballad. She moved amongst the tables with little mincing steps, 

dipping into the purple glow to deliver a telling phrase or word, to trail a graceful 

hand over shoulders, before faces. A tiny spotlight occasionally managed to track 

her. Smiethe watched her approach, fearful and thrilled. He knew he could say 

nothing and perhaps they would not even trade looks. But she would see him and 

know why he was here. Whatever the truth to her story, this changed it. And she 

might do nothing but even that just added to the momentum of the thing now, 

extended the story indefinitely. They were both fair game now. 

If it had started as nothing more than a game they both knew that it could 

not remain one and such a promising start deserved more than to end as nothing, 

more than one game for two players. They had played with nothing but words, but 

the words could not stop there. There was a person at each end of them and a world 

made between them. That was the magic of the game and he felt confident she 

wanted the magic as well, that this was only fair and to the fore from here.  

 

 

  


